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Syllables for Gurage
1E7E0  ETHIOPIC SYLLABLE HHYA

→ 2DD0 ⷐ  ethiopic syllable xya
1E7E1  ETHIOPIC SYLLABLE HHYU

→ 2DD1 ⷑ  ethiopic syllable xyu
1E7E2  ETHIOPIC SYLLABLE HHYI

→ 2DD2 ⷒ  ethiopic syllable xyi
1E7E3  ETHIOPIC SYLLABLE HHYAA

→ 2DD3 ⷓ  ethiopic syllable xyaa
1E7E4  ETHIOPIC SYLLABLE HHYEE

→ 2DD4 ⷔ  ethiopic syllable xyee
1E7E5  ETHIOPIC SYLLABLE HHYE

→ 2DD5 ⷕ  ethiopic syllable xye
1E7E6  ETHIOPIC SYLLABLE HHYO

→ 2DD6 ⷖ  ethiopic syllable xyo
1E7E7 " <reserved>
1E7E8  ETHIOPIC SYLLABLE GURAGE HHWA

→ 12C0 ዀ  ethiopic syllable kxwa
1E7E9  ETHIOPIC SYLLABLE HHWI

→ 12C2 ዂ  ethiopic syllable kxwi
1E7EA  ETHIOPIC SYLLABLE HHWEE

→ 12C4 ዄ  ethiopic syllable kxwee
1E7EB  ETHIOPIC SYLLABLE HHWE

→ 12C5 ዅ  ethiopic syllable kxwe
1E7EC " <reserved>
1E7ED  ETHIOPIC SYLLABLE GURAGE MWI

→ 1381 ᎁ  ethiopic syllable mwi
1E7EE  ETHIOPIC SYLLABLE GURAGE MWEE

→ 1382 ᎂ  ethiopic syllable mwee
1E7EF " <reserved>
1E7F0  ETHIOPIC SYLLABLE GURAGE QWI

→ 124A ቊ  ethiopic syllable qwi
1E7F1  ETHIOPIC SYLLABLE GURAGE QWEE

→ 124C ቌ  ethiopic syllable qwee
1E7F2  ETHIOPIC SYLLABLE GURAGE QWE

→ 124D ቍ  ethiopic syllable qwe
1E7F3  ETHIOPIC SYLLABLE GURAGE BWI

→ 1385 ᎅ  ethiopic syllable bwi
1E7F4  ETHIOPIC SYLLABLE GURAGE BWEE

→ 1386 ᎆ  ethiopic syllable bwee
1E7F5  ETHIOPIC SYLLABLE GURAGE KWI

→ 12B2 ኲ  ethiopic syllable kwi
1E7F6  ETHIOPIC SYLLABLE GURAGE KWEE

→ 12B4 ኴ  ethiopic syllable kwee
1E7F7  ETHIOPIC SYLLABLE GURAGE KWE

→ 12B5 ኵ  ethiopic syllable kwe
1E7F8  ETHIOPIC SYLLABLE GURAGE GWI

→ 1312 ጒ  ethiopic syllable gwi
1E7F9  ETHIOPIC SYLLABLE GURAGE GWEE

→ 1314 ጔ  ethiopic syllable gwee
1E7FA  ETHIOPIC SYLLABLE GURAGE GWE

→ 1315 ጕ  ethiopic syllable gwe
1E7FB  ETHIOPIC SYLLABLE GURAGE FWI

→ 1389 ᎉ  ethiopic syllable fwi
1E7FC  ETHIOPIC SYLLABLE GURAGE FWEE

→ 138A ᎊ  ethiopic syllable fwee
1E7FD  ETHIOPIC SYLLABLE GURAGE PWI

→ 138D ᎍ  ethiopic syllable pwi
1E7FE  ETHIOPIC SYLLABLE GURAGE PWEE

→ 138E ᎎ  ethiopic syllable pwee
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